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A STUDY OF 'KENRY' IN JAPANESE AND 'HAK' I 

IN INDONESIAN 

ABSTRACT 

This research basically aims at exploring the word 'kenry' (in Japanese) and 'ha# (in Inddan). 
This study also attempts to compare the views of the Japanese towards the word 'kenry' and the 
Indonesian towards the word 'hak'. The research findings indicate that the understanding of the 
Japanese towards the concept of 'hak' has some c o n t s a d i  in camw?ction with the consideration 
of relation between the people and society. This i n d i i  that right and consideration of the human 
relation is a very different thing in Japan. In Indonesia, on the other hand, the statement of right, 
consideration to the weak, and consideration of the human relation is regxded as a factor wtth is not 
contradictory to one another. 
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Penelitian ini pada dasamya bertujwn untuk rnengungkap kata "kenry" (dalam bahasa Jepang 
dan "hak" (dalam bahasa Indonesia). M i  ini juga me& untuk rnembandim bqgaimanatarlggapan 
orangjepang tehadap kata "kenry" dan orang Indonesia temadap k * h a k " .  H a l  temuan di I- 

1 
i 

rnenunjukkan bahwa di Jepang pemahaman terhadap konsep hak bettentangan dengan pertimbangan 3 j 
terhadap hubungan manusia atau rnasyarakat. Hal ini rnenunjukkan bahwa hak dan pertimhqpn j I 

terhadap hwbungan manusia rnerupakan sesuatu yang sangat berbeda di Jepang. Sebaliknya, di Indo- 1 

nesia, pernyataan hak, pertimbangan terhadap yang lemah dan pertimbangan terhadap hubung~ 1 
manusia dianggap sebagai suatu faktor yang tidak bertentangan dengan satu m a  lainnya. i 

i 
Kata Kunci: ken4 hak, Jepang, Indonesia i 

DUCTION 
Many new legal terms were coined when 

occidental laws were accepted and many existing 
terrns were given new meanings after the 
acceptence of the laws. A study of how people 
have given meanings to such terms and 
conaqAuaIiired them wil have ~omesgnificance.~ 

This study is based on a survey done in Japan 
and Indonesia. In the first suivey, we compared 
Japanese responses to the word 'kenri" and 
Indonesian responses to the word "hak". 

The data source was the legal conscious- 1 ness questionnaire survey carried out among 
Japanese adults across the nation for the other i 
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In order to comprehend the abstract 
shttures behind the responses to the 12 
q mire items, factor analysis (the one 
mrathod sf statistical analysis to reduce a large 
m m k  of correlated variables into a small 
number) was performed. Judging from the 
dgmnvaluss and their scree plots, three factor 

""""B" s accepted.' The pattern matrix 
attaine after the factor rotation2 is presented 
in TaMe 2. The figures presented as compo- 
nents in the table show how dose h y  correlate 
b each of the 3 factors. Since promax rotation 
isan oblique one, the component correlation 
Wr i x  is also shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Component Correlation Matrix 

C o m e n t  1 2 3 

Method of factor extraction: Principal component 
analysis 
Method of rotation: Promax solution 

The explanation for the three factors can 
be seen in the tables. The factors can be named 
as follows.(4) 

The first factor: The sublime character of 
rights. The second factor: The setf-sewing and 
negative character of rights. (Question 13, 
"Many more rights should be given to the 
disadvantaged", is however difficutt to explain.) 
The third factor: The significant concern on 
human relationship rather than the rights. From 
the point of view of tights, this is d i i b n c e  since 
this factor leads to the consideration of commmky 
relationship and human relationship.(5) 

The second survey was conducted in 
Indonesia. A sample of 50 Indonesians was 
obtained. The subjects were sampled from 
college students living in P*mbang City for an 
expedient reason. The family backgrounds of 

the subjects varied widely. The samg questbm 
as those used in the Japanese survey were 
translated into Indonesian and a d m i n i m .  
However, the back translation procedure 
needed to guarantee the equivalent stimuli in 
the cross-cultural study was omitted. Also as 
already stated, one questionnaire item w m  
taken off from the analysis because the 
transtation was inappropriate. The survey ~lisls 
conducted in September 2006. The procadurn 
of the anatysis was as fallows: 
1) The factor analysis of the Indonesian dab 

was performed using the same prowdm 
as that used for the Japanese data. 

2) Judgiifromthe~uesandtheirscree 
plots, 4 fa~soluhnswereacceptgd. 

3) Promax rotation was abo performed. The 
eigenvatues, the pattern matrix, and com- 
ponent correlation matrix, which present the 
correlation among factors, are presented 
in Table 3 and Table 4. 

The four factors were named as follows. 
The first factor: The sublime characterof rights. 
The second factor: The warmth of rights. The 
third factor: The positive attitude toward 
asseiting rights. The fourth factor. The negative 
attitude toward asserting rights. 

Tabla 3. The Eigenvalues 

component Eigenwalues variance ratio armulatiw ratio 
1 2.683 22.359 22.359 
2 1.745 14.541 36.900 
3 1.577 13.144 50.044 
4 1302 10.854 60.898 
5 ,976 8.1 36 69.034 
lb .941 7895 76.929 
7 .794 6816 83.545 
8 .611 5.094 88.639 
9 482 4.018 92,857 
10 .423 3.523 96.180 
11 ,281 2.341 98.522 
12 .I77 1.478 100.000 

Method of facto~e*otion: PrindpI cwmpnent 
m 
Method of rotation: f W m x  sol- 



an languages, tracing its history and 
aeeing academically. The Japanese translation 
Fkenriw is said to have been adopted from the 
Ghinese translation (9864, translated by a 
bissionary priest W. Martin) of 'International 
public Law" written by Henry Wheaston (Nada, 
4979:4 ). And the first person who used this term 
k4apan was Shinichimu Tsuda and it is known 
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that Tsuda applied this word from the Chinese 
979:30).(8) In Japan, kanji 
ies 'intemst' is generally used 

"(ken) ri". However, another kanji character 
~means"reason"wasalsousedforthesam - Wprd at the beginning of the Meiji period. This 
h k a b s  the ambiguity of this word between 

t" and 'mason" (Noda 1 976:6-10, Hozumi 
W7:73-74).(9)(10) 

The terms corresponding to right in European 
bguages were also ambiguous. Here we note 
that 'ius" in Latin was used as a word inditing 
jbdmss or appropriateness through the ancient 
1&re and the medieval time, and around the 14'" 
century it acquired subjective implication as it 
has today. Then in the lga century, the word 
such as "right" was understood as a legal 
capability that enables people to claim their 
interests. 

colonial power, at th8 ths time, it also presew- 
ed its native law (&t that is a kind of custo- 
mary law which was refend to when dealing with 
contracts, land ownership, inheritance and the 
term 'hak' meaning rights also means truth and 
justness). The Netherlands divided Indone-sia into 
19 regions and applied adatto native 1-s. 
Furthermore, according to Shimada (2004:383), 
the Netherlands d i e d  the colonial population 
by ethnic groups, and applied different legal 
system to each grwp. Thdore, each group was 
under different legal system as to contracts, land 
ownership, in-heritance, and under diffe'rent 
jurisdiction. An example of land ownership is "hak 
ulayat." "Hak ulayat", a legal term connoting 
communal rights of an (ethnic) mmunity to land 
based on that community's adat (custom or 
tradition), is among the most intriguing concept 
in lndonesian land law (Padindungan, 2003). 

HAK AND KENRl Throughout Indonesia, ethnics demanded 
the retum of 'their' "ulayat" lands and recognition 

In this article, the lndonesian word 'hak" of their right to that land. In West for 
(meaning 'right" in English) will be discussed example, the homeland of the Minangkabu, 
along with the Japanese 'kenri". The compa- D'tStridgouemmenls ewticaIlymM to risen between the conceptions of the Japanese institutionalize customary wk ulayat" as 
kenri and those of the lndonesian hak is h. Four odof the.dne Wwt Sumam,sdisbids coprsidered meaningful(l1) since there was 
sorrre significant difference observed in under- issued regulation organizing adat governance at 

standing of right between Japan and Indonesia. the nagari (village) level. Three of these (Agam, 

RmUy, the Japanese 'kenri" was a coined word Lima Puluh Koto dan Tanah Datar) indude 'hak 

M h  the reception of the occidental law in the ulayat" among its responsibilities. 

Mji period. The term 'kenri' itself was seen The Europeans were subject to the colonial 

k-om old times in China. And when the 'Inter- law which was basically pursuant to the Dutch 

national Public Law" was translated into Chine- law. On the Other hand, the native Indonesians 
ae. 'kenri' was used as the translation of 'right' -8ubmbadat (indUding lsmbw)Olf& 
w'ddt'. In Japan, Shinichiro Tsuda, who intro- race. When applying adat, the Netherlands 
duced western jurisprudence to Japan, applied dhkied mbny into 19 adatrqims d i n g  
'kenri' consulting 'International Public Law" t o - s ~ l s u ~ ~ ~ ~ c o n d u ~ ~ r e -  Mom 
(Taiseikoku Horon. 1968). On the other hand, specificallys the Mtherlands a i ~ ~ ~ ~ e d  only 19 

Indonesian 'half has existed even before out of many variations of adat which adually 
the reception of the Dutch law. Secondly, varied into countless number by definitions, and 
mugh Japanese law was totally replaced by ordered them into effect. Since then, the 
ooddental law in the Meiji period, lndonesian ocddental law and adat have been coexisting and 
kanr has had a dual system of its native law and the personal application has been perpetuated. 
#m Dutch law introduced by its colonial power. As mentioned above, the word meaning 
- Iradonesia(l2) has a dual legal system. right in lndonesian is hak. Referring to some 

Indonesia applied the Dutch law from its lndonesian dictionaries such as Echols and 



Shadily (1 963), Taniguchi (1 982), Suenaga 
(1 991), Suenaga et A. (1977), we need to note 
that hak means trueness ,or justness as weil as 
right. As the dictionaries also say, hak has itrs 
origin in Arabic. Further accounts on its origin 
will be provided betow according to Kobayasi 
(1993).(13) The lslamidzation df this area was 
related to tariqah (Sufi) which traveled with 
Islamic international commercial network, and 
# is said to have grown actively since 1 P  or 
13" century (Kobayasi 1993:96-974. As for the 
inflow of Arabic into this area, W d e s  the route 
by whkh Arabic was directly borrowed, there 
~ g d i  a possibility of indirect inflow by means of 
Persian which had already taken in Arabic 
vocabulary (Kobayashi, 1993:97). 

In addition to Indoneslap, dssely date$ 
languages such as Javanese dnd Miaysim 
"atso accepted a lot of~rabic-ry. Th@m- 
fore, l&n words from Arabic 
2750, which is over 10 % of 
vocabulary (~oba~asi, 1993: 103). l M 8 s i a n  
(Malay) and Javanese 
many academic and ref1 
arigins in Arabic (Kobayastrir ?QQ& 1014 ff)see 
tables 2,3, and 4 on paghb404 &e fobwing 
pages). In addlrtion to hak, hwkum (b) (14) and 
adat (customs) (1 5) atsa originated hwn Arabic. 

The following are the notable points put 
forward in this article. 

lndonesian vocabutary ( 
3 111). 

L + I  

t The Indonesian subjects % y e  cQflege 
@&dents, and thus simply corhpa* data 
Nth the Japanese data would be imppmphte. 

A camparison between those data 
following distinct differences. 0 

factor was interpreted as the cona;idmtian for 
human relatimahip. On the ather hand, the 
lndmdan data did nst -@ompr&e suJch  OF, 
but Q14 was gmuped into the seoond fador 
along with Q13 (Many more rights slwwld be 
given to the dis&vmtag.sd) and €212 (I would 
not hatate to claim ths rights of s cxmmmw 
whevn 1 find out that the gcmb I bought are 
ffawd). The second factor also &cEudsd GI22 
(I do nut really understand the word "right#). 
But the factor I d n g  to the mwmd tador was 
low and atso presented s 
to the third factor and the 
we may count out this questian. Analyzing the 
m l t , w h a t a ~ o u r a t t e n t i o n t w , t h e ~  
factor was that asserting tights, considemtioh 
to the weak, and cansideration to human 
relationship were extracted as one factor. 

Though admMg out data Is imdnplete, 
especially Indonesian data have a pmblam in 
reliability, the fallowing assumptions wil be 
demonstrated. 

In Japan, researchers (as typified by 
Takeyoshi Kawash tand that con- 
ception of right8 b op to-the f2ofwkbm 
for human relationship or that for cxmmmb. 
And our Japanese sumy also presented the 
same tendency. Stated differerttly, it h d h t w  
that rights and consideration for human 
retafiorrship are something very different in 
Japan (whether or not they regard mwfting 
rights as positive or as nqative). This is 
probably because the term "kenrim wasaItewly 
coin& word in the Wji @od blnd the tEtrm 
hes been ~ r r s z e d  mmwhat far f m  ow 
daily @is. 
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On the other hand, in Indonesia, asserting 
fights, consideration for the weak, and con- 
skbmtion for human relationship are regarded 
as one factor without conflicts. What caused 
this difference? What we have been related so 
fa rmy  lead to an interpretation as follows. 

Originally the word "hak" was borrowed 
-M Arabic, but it was introduced to Indonesia 
no later than 1 P to 1 3'h century along with Islam. 
Thus, though initially this word was not used 
on the daily basis, it later became a daily 
expression. This word was also used in adat. 
tn our survey, we asked the respondents about 
a general characteristic of rights, or "hak", and 
some aspects of rights. The important right in 
adat was an ownership of land, especially of 
cropland in a community. In comparison with 
the modem law, the ownership was not perfect 
and abstractive, but it was just the right to 
cultivate and utilize, which did not include right 
to dispose. Therefore this was the community- 
based right. Under such a circumstance, 
protecting the right (to the land) under adat 
meant guaranteeing the cultivating right by 
mans of the restriction on a private trade of 
hnd, and this is related to a cooperative aspect 
in the community. In other words, in lndonesia 
"hap is concordant with community, which was 
brought about by its social structure and its 
history. If this assumption is admissible, there 
is no wonder that the word "hak" is associated 
with ''friendly discussionn or "consideration to 
the weak". Since "hak" has existed in such a 
human relationship and a community, the 
implication of "haK differs from that of Japanese 
"kenri". (1 7) 

CONCLUSION 
In this article, we demonstrated the meaning 

of Japanese "kenri" and lndonesian "hak". 
Stated differently, we indicated how an external 
cognition affects these words. 

There, however, remain some issues in 
need of further research. Since the lndonesian 
subjects were students, we also performed the 
analysis on the Japanese data sub-set; the 

~ n d e ~  30-yeariold sample who graduated from 
university. In this analysis, slQhflydifferent fador 
structure from the original data set was 
observed (the detaibd result is omitted in this 
article). This difference might indicate that the 
Japanese subset data is closer to the 
lndonesian data. If so, comprehending the 
whole results, there is a possibilitythat indicates 
the "right (claim)" has become an everyday 
expression for young Japanese who are 
graduated from university. This, however, 
cannot be vouched only from our data. 

In addition, seen from the viewpoint of 
comparison, the lack of data from westem country 
is the problem of this discussion. As mentioned 
above, the word "hak" implies trueness and 
justness, where it cxxnmonalitywith European 
languages. Thus, the collection and analysis of 
data from westem countries will be future issues 
of our research. 

Notes 
We would like to express our incere thanks to Prof. 
Gen Shimada (Professor, Graduate School of 
International Development, Nagoya University) forthe 
cooperation he offered for this article. On March 26n 
of 2007, Prof. Shimada published a report entitled 
'Formation of Adat Recht and the Dutch law in 
Indonesia" at Hokkaido Unhrersity. He further provided 
many insightful comments and suggestions on the 
original article in Japanese. 

* AS for the linguistic analysis, this article adopted 
cognitive linguistics, a school of linguistics that 
understands language as a sign system which 
assigns meanings to the external world, and as best 
explained by reference to human cognition in general. 
Refer to Tsuji (2003:4-14) for a fine and concise 
explanation of its origin and position in linguistics. 
Factor positions extracted by initial analysis are just 
the first step of the procedure. The factor rotation is 
performed in order to make the interpmtation of the 
factots easier. In our analysis, we wed promax 
rotation, which is a standard method of oblique 
rotation (the technique that allows factors correlated). 

The method was principal component analysis. 
Though there may be a view that principal component 
analysis and factor analysis are different, 
mathematically, principat component analysis 
eventuates in the calculation of eigenvalues and 
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